PUSHING TOWARDS HIGH QUALITY CARE

The HIMSS-Elsevier Digital Healthcare Award recognizes outstanding achievements and innovations in the usage of health IT, to advance patient care and safety. Established in 2013, it is held annually across Asia Pacific, the Middle East and Europe.

Overall, submissions have positively impacted care globally, resulting in:

- **>3,000%** Return on investment
- **12 MILLION USD** Saved from automated processes
- **14,000 USD** Cost savings a month in paper-light environments
- **50% INCREASE** In operational efficiency
- **1.6 MILLION** Total work-hour savings
- **13 MINUTES** Improved average waiting time per patient
- **2.1 DAYS** Reduced hospital stay
- **2,500 HOURS** Reduced nursing workload per month
- **>41 MILLION** Patients impacted

**GLOBAL FOOTPRINT**

- **178** SUBMISSIONS
- **99** ORGANIZATIONS
- **29** COUNTRIES

**4 AWARD CATEGORIES**

Project examples include:

**OUTSTANDING ICT ACHIEVEMENT**
Data analytics, decision support system, infection control management system, electronic medical records, inpatient medication order entry implementation, digital health records

**OUTSTANDING ICT INNOVATION**
New pharmacy service, automated work distribution system, wound management system, telehealth, integrative medicine research service platform, real-time location system

**OUTSTANDING ROI ACHIEVEMENT**
Pharmacy automation system

**OUTSTANDING CMO OF THE YEAR**
Celebrating outstanding CMOs in organizations